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Abstract — In this article, a Brain Computer Interface (BCI) based speed controlled mobile robot is 

introduced. The mobile robot can be controlled via WiFi wireless network by the BCI application. 

This topic strongly belongs to Cognitive Infocommunication and BCI research areas in the field of 

psychological, information and collective infocommunication. The implementation of the BCI 

controlled mobile robot helps to understand the design, and the application, programming and 

wireless communication use of embedded systems and BCI based cognitive technology. The mobile 

robot may be a quite useful practical device in education as well, regarding the fields of informatics 

and meachatronics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The artificial cognitive skills of machines are steadily becoming more complex. The cognitive abilities of 
humans and machines are increasingly manifested in a co-evolve life form. It has psychological, information 
and collective infocommunication based connections as well as direct hardware contact levels and their 
combinations. This research deals with an example of a hardware-BCI-human cognitive chain.  

Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is an emergent technology to build a direct communication channel between 
human brain and the computer. [1] BCI reads the waves produced by the brain and translates these signals 
into actions and commands, which can control the computer. [2, 3] The BCI can be used in many 
applications for example playing games [4, 5], social interactions by detecting emotions [6, 7], or to help 
disabled persons [8-11]. EEG system has been widely used in the field of BCI. [12, 13] Mobile robots are 
getting more and more important in our everyday life. By the development of electronics, embedded systems 
and informatics, the price of mobile robots significantly decreased, while their field of use increased. One of 
the domestic uses of mobile robots is the field of hoovers or lawn mowers. Hardware design of such a robot 
is not too complicated, so the simplified version of such a robot containing its control system and sensors 
required for moving can be assembled using cheap parts. In this article, a BCI based speed controlled mobile 
robot is introduced, which can be controlled via WiFi wireless network by the BCI application. 

II. HARDWARE OF THE MOBILE ROBOT 

During the development of the mobile robot, simple design, upgradeability, and wireless control were the 
main goals. In case of educational use, the application of modern ICT based technology and knowledge 
transfers offer new possibilities [14, 15]. The developed device can be used well in education, because simple 
and clearly arranged layout, control features have to be achieved. Motor control of the mobile robot and the 
WiFi wireless communication are usually performed by two separate units; one unit, which performs motor 
control, is generally a microcontroller, while WiFi communication is ensured by a separate communication 
unit [16]. In case of a cheap, easy construction mobile robot, such a solution is preferable, where the 
microcontroller and WiFi communication units are achieved in one IC. For example such a cost-effective IC 
is the ESP8266 chip based modules (manufactured by Espressif Systems), available since 2014.  When 
creating the mobile robot, this module was chosen. The main features of ESP8266 IC are summarized in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE I.   
MAIN FEATURES OF ESP8266 WIFI CHIP 

Unit Param Other 

Microcontroller 
32 bit 

RISC CPU 

Tensilica 

Xtensa LX106 

running at 

80 MHz 

Internal memory 

64 kB 

program, 

96 kB data 

RAM 

External 

memory 

512 kB – 4 

MB 
Flash 

WiFi 

communication 

IEEE 

802.11 

b/g/n 

WEP vagy 

WPA/WPA2 

authentication 

I/O 
16 GPIO, 

1 analog 
 

Interfaces 

SPI, I2C, 

I2S, 

UART 

 

 

The device is available in differently designed modules, for development purposes the ESP-12E was chosen, 

which contains integrated antenna, and important outputs of the IC are available. For the module, a 2nd 

generation LoLin development board was chosen, which contains the 3.3V voltage controller required for 

USB power supply, and USB-UART serial converter based on CH340G IC for programming via USB port. 

(Figure 1). Connection of other external modules to LoLin developer chip is made easier by a separate I/O 

adapter module (Figure 2). 

 

 

1. LoLin ESP8266 development module 

 

2. I/O adapter module 
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Programming of the device can be accomplished via UART connection, so for programming, no special (and 
usually expensive) programmer tool is necessary. For the main purpose of the mobile robot, primarily the 
simple-design, upgradeable chassis and the control of mechanic movement was preferred. Thus, for 
performing control mechanism, driven front wheels and a free rear wheel was chosen. For chassis of the 
mobile robot, such design is expedient, which makes placing other accessories required for further 
developments, and sensors possible. On the international market, several kits containing the chassis of the 
mobile robot are available, and such solution was chosen, where the battery holder responsible for power 
supply can be placed on the lower part of the chassis, leaving more free space for other units on the upper 
part of the chassis (Figure 3 and 5). 

 

 

3. 2 Wheel Drive Mobile Robot Kit 

 

4. L9110S motor control module 

 

The mobile robot kit contains a removable coated transparent plexi chassis, two driven wheels, two direct 

current motors with 1:48 transmission ratio, one free wheel, battery holder and other accessories required 

for assembly. In the battery holder, 4 pcs AA type 1.5 Vbattery can be inserted, so the supply current is 

appr. 6 V. The current of the direct current motors measured during operation are below 500 mA, so for 

their supply, a module built on L9110S motor controller’s IC was chosen, whose operating voltage range is 

between 2.5 and 12 V, while its continuous output current is 800 mA (Figure 4). The assembled mobile 

robot containing modules placed on the chassis, and also the motor and power supply input is shown on 

Figure 5. 
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5. Assembled mobile robot 

III. SOFTWARE OF THE MOBILE ROBOT 

For programming ESP8266 IC, there are several developer environments available. For the development of 
embedded systems’ software, generally C or C++ programming languages are used, which are also supported 
by the freeware Arduino development environment, so this one was chosen. In the development environment, 
the ESP-12E module is not among the supported developer tabs, but with the help of ‘Boards Manager’, it 
can be easily added. For programming the developer tab, driver of CH340G IC performing USB-UART 
conversion needs to be installed, which creates a virtual serial port on the computer. For programming, the 
proper serial port has to be selected in the development environment, as well as the 115.2 kbit/s bandwidth. 
Programming is supported by the ESP8266WIFI function library. By the function library, connection to WiFi 
network, creation of server making the connection of external clients possible, and the client-server data 
connection can be handled easier. The PC control software, sends the speed parameters of the robot motors 
(in the range of 0...100), connecting to the control unit of the mobile robot (as server) as a client, via TCP/IP 
connection. The speed of the mobile robot is defined by the speed of the controller-motor unit supplying each 
wheels, which in case of permanent magnet direct current motor. In case of permanent load the supply 
voltage of the motor is proportional to the speed. The effective, low-loss control of the motor’s speed is 
performed by switching operation, the speed control was performed by pulse width modulation (PWM). 
Digital outputs of ESP8266 IC are capable of creating direct pulse width modulated signal, whose default 
base frequency is 1 kHz. So in the program code, speed control was performed by the value defining the duty 
cycle of PWM output sent by the PC control software. The flow chart of the program ensuring speed control 
of the mobile robot is shown on Figure 6. 
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6. Flow chart of the mobil robot’s control program 

IV. BCI SYSTEM 

The brain-computer interface is a direct communication channel between a biosensor based brain signal 

processing unit and an external device. BCI systems can be divided into two major groups according to the 

measurement of bioelectrical signals. In case of EEG, where biosensors are directly placed into the brain, 

we are talking about invasive BCI, otherwise, if the electrodes are placed somewhere on the head, for 

example on the forehead, we are talking about non-invasive BCI [17-19]. Due to the dangers of invasive 

process, non-invasive BCI systems are preferred. Information process flow of BCI systems are built up by 

four main components. Figure 7. shows a typical BCI system process flow. 
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7. BCI process 

 

The Signal Acquisition component realizes the signal acquisition, filtering, amplification and digitalization 

functions. The electric signals could be recorded from the electrodes. Because the amplitude of captured 

signals are low, they need to be amplified, then digitalized to process by computer algorithms. The 

digitalized EEG signals are pre-processed (i.e. digital filtering) and main features are extracted and 

classified by complex signal processing algorithms (i.e. Fourier method). These features can be used to 

control in external devices or computer. To perform BCI based speed control the MindWave EEG headset 

headset was used to measure and preprocess the brain signals. The MindWave EEG headsets are using 

single sensor on frontal lobe and neutral points on ears by ear clips. Figure 8 shows the headsets and their 

main parts. The Neurosky uses the ThinkGear Technology to process and classify the EEG signal based on 

quantitative approach. The device can calculate the eSense Attention and Mediation values between 0 and 

100. The eSense Attention value was used to change the speed of the mobile robot. 
 

 
8. MindWave EEG headset 

 

V. BCI SOFTWARE 

Visual Studio development environment was used to implement the PC based BCI appalication on Windows 

operating system. The FormOfBrainWaveRead partial class handles events happening during the 

application, and can be considered as the extention of the Form base class. The FormGraphics describes the 

summary of data visualization, and depends on the FormOfBrainWaveRead class. The DataSend object is 

responsible for sending the speed data for the mobile robot. The logical structure of the application can be 

seen on Fig 9. 
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9. Logical structure of the BCI application 

IV. SUMMARY 

The article presents the implementation of a BCI system, which controls the speed of a mobile robot. The 
device can be well-used as a tool for those, who are interested in this field of cognitive technology, 
mechatronics and informatics. This cheap, easy-to-build system even for students can be well-used for 
educational purposes too to support ICT based learning [14] and knowledge transfer [15], which helps to 
understand the design, and the application, programming and wireless communication use of embedded 
systems through practical examples. Summarizing the results the article shows a BCI system and its 
application to control the speed of a mobil robot. Of course, this method has got some disabilities yet, but by 
further development of EEG technology, more and more accurate controlling will become available, which 
may lead to a wider-spread use of such systems. 
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